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An Indonesian language edition of the book has
been published, and if this succeeds in contri-
buting to the appreciation of these problems by
the next generation of Indonesians the book will
have performed a valuable function.
Jeffrey Sayer, Senior Programme Adviser,
Tropical Forest Conservation, IUCN,
Switzerland.
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The expanding economy of deer farming and the
relative popularity of venison as 'healthy' lean
meat gives support to Russell Kyle's thesis that
wild animals can and should be harvested. The
argument is that, just as the wild aurochs is pre-
served in its descendant, the domestic cow, so
other wild species could be saved from extinction
by their domestication or by efficient ranching,
sometimes in favourable new regions.

The author of this worldwide review of animals
that could be economically exploited is persua-
sive, but the experimental ranching of wild
ungulates over the last 30 years has not proved to
be practical except with deer, saiga, and a few
other species in localized instances. This is
because of difficulties over the slaughter and dis-
tribution of carcasses, personal taste which makes
people hesitant to try new meats, thereby creating
a market only for pet foods, and the inevitable
poaching that follows once a financial induce-
ment is provided for the killing of any animal.

The ranching of wild ungulates in Africa received
much publicity in the 1960s when the proposition
was put forward that domestic cattle, sheep and
goats were exotic species whose condition
seldom matched that of the indigenous wild
animals. Therefore, why not harvest these wild
animals in preference to the domestic, which are
so much more prone to starvation and disease?

Now, 20 years later, with the detailed studies of
agriculturalists and anthropologists, it is realized
that domestic livestock have been in Africa for
very nearly as long as they have been in Eurasia,
that pastoralism is an integral and well-adapted
part of many African economies, and that
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because cattle can be both milked and driven to
an abattoir, this outweighs the apparent advan-
tages of the more sleek wild animals. This has
been discussed by Keith Eltringham in his book,
Wildlife Resources and Economic Development
(1984, John Wiley & Sons), and it is regrettable
that this work is not included in Kyle's biblio-
graphy.

Nevertheless, A Feast in the Wild is aptly named
for it should be possible, with efficient manage-
ment, to harvest the meat from a great variety of
wild animals, from capybaras to kangaroos, and
this very readable book should give encourage-
ment to a broadening of attitudes and tastes,
especially with the recipes at the back. Perhaps
the inclusion of a recipe for turtle meat is
questionable, but those for wildebeest in beer,
roast guinea-pig, and casserole of grasscutter
should add much to international cuisine.

Russell Kyle has been interested in wildlife
management since 1971; his involvement with
publishing begins with this book, and we must
wish him success with his important new venture.
Juliet Clutton-Brock, British Museum (Natural
History), London, UK.
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Zapovedniki SSSR: Zapovedniki Dal'nego
Vostoka, in Russian, (Nature Reserves of the
USSR series: Nature Reserves of the Far East.)
V. E. Sokolov and E. E. Syroechkovskii, general editors MysF,
Moscow, 1985,319 pp.

Okhranyaemye Prirodnye Territorii Mira:
Natsional'nye Parki, Zapovedniki, Rezervaty,
in Russian (The Protected Natural Territories of
the World: National Parks, Nature Reserves,
Reservations)
B.A. Borisov, L.S. Belousovaand
A. A. Vinokurov
Agropromizdat, Moscow, 1985, 310 pp

Following Gerald and Lee Durrell's Durrell in
Russia, the book to accompany their TV series on
the nature reserves of the Soviet Union, a young
Lithuanian biologist, Dr Algirdas Knystautas, has
written the first book to appear in English
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